In many problems, agents cooperate locally so that a leader or fusion center can infer the state of every agent from probing the state of only a small number of agents. Versions of this problem arise when a fusion center reconstructs an extended physical field by accessing the state of just a few of the sensors measuring the field, or a leader monitors the formation of a team of robots. Given a link cost, the paper presents a polynomial time algorithm to design a minimum cost coordinated network dynamics followed by the agents, under an observability constraint. The problem is placed in the context of structural observability and solved even when up to k agents in the coordinated network dynamics fail.
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reconstruct the network state-an observability constraint. Before being more specific, we illustrate with two motivating examples. The first is static, while the second is dynamic like the problem we address. References [6] , [7] consider the problem of reconstructing a field from information (state) provided by only a few agents (sensors) in a network of sensors. For instance, the field may be the contamination level of a pollutant over a wide area. It turns out that, through local cooperation (sensors updating iteratively their state with the state of their neighbors), the fusion center can, under appropriate conditions, reconstruct (through a basis pursuit type algorithm) the entire field from a snapshot of the states of a very sparse subset of the agents. A question of interest is to design the cooperation dynamics and to determine a minimal set of sensors to be probed so that a fusion center can reconstruct the field.
The second considers formation with flocks of birds or schools of fish that can be described by models in which each individual constantly monitors or senses the distance to neighboring birds or fish and reacts to ensure that it maintains a suitable position. For example, each individual might accelerate to move closer if the distance to neighbors increases or slow down if the distance to neighbors becomes dangerously close. The collective networked dynamics of birds or fish and their qualitative properties are discussed in [8] - [10] , among others. These references provide several interesting and revealing examples. The self-organization of these adaptive networks has also been studied in [11] . Similarly, in several robotic problems like in formation control of multi-robot teams and in the coordination of groups of mobile autonomous agents, robots move by approaching or gaining distance from their neighbors in order to maintain the formation. This leads the multi-robot team to follow coordinated network dynamics. Furthermore, the robots do not explicitly communicate with each other in many of these applications. Each robot finds its own relevant information with respect to neighboring robots [12] , for example, range and bearing from on-board sensors, such as cameras. However, for reasons derived from the application, the robots do not directly communicate this information to other individuals. The resulting networked dynamics have been used in the literature to obtain simplified linear distributed control or update laws achieving mission specific formation or flocking objectives [13] , [14] . Finally, we assume that a leader is charged with monitoring that the robots remain in formation by probing only the state of a few agents and then computing the (global) network state. This task is trivial if the fusion center accesses every agent or node in 2373-776X © 2017 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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the network. It becomes interesting when at the same time it is desirable to reduce the costs to a certain minimum, see below, including agents measuring their relative position to neighbors and the direct access to node states by the leader. It is then of interest to design the network structure of the coordinated dynamics and to determine which node states should be measured by the leader so that it can track the states of all the nodes in the network while minimizing the cost of network coordination and measurements. The above are difficult questions. We cast problems of these types below in the context of structural observability, which entails designing the structure of a dynamical system with observable dynamics, a framework studied in [15] - [17] . Once the system is observable, the actual problem of continuously monitoring the state of the nodes by the remote fusion station can then be achieved by implementing a recursive observer such as, for example, of the Luenberger type [18] .
Remark 1: We emphasize that there may not be explicit communication among the nodes in the applications we envision, even though we use the consensus context to describe the coordination among agents. Accordingly, in this paper, we replace communication costs usually assumed in consensus problems by link costs. Link costs subsume costs associated with local neighbor sensing interactions (proxies for costs associated with sensing and extracting from measurements the state of neighbors), as well as costs incurred by a fusion center to learn (also, possibly by sensing) the current state (position) of a few selected agents. For simplicity, the interactions between the fusion center and nodes are described as through a backbone network.
We model the coordinated network dynamics followed by the aggregate of all the agents by a linear system
The system dynamics matrix A captures the network graph of interactions among agents. Its nonzero entries represent interaction links between corresponding nodes or agents. Each agent or sensor node maintains a single scalar state variable x i (n) initially set to x i (0). The vector of agent or sensor states at a given iteration n is denoted by x(n). The nodes update their states according to the coordinated dynamics given by (1) , with initial state vector x(0). The nodes that are monitored by the fusion center, referred to as backbone nodes, are collected in the output vector y(n) given by (2) . Because network structure must be respected, disallowed interactions among nodes or among the fusion center and nodes restrict corresponding entries of the A and C matrices to equal zero, whereas entries corresponding to network links represent design parameters. We use structural systems theory, a survey of which can be found in [19] , to find network dynamics (A, C) requiring a minimum set of link costs while guaranteeing that the initial state can be recovered from the backbone outputs collected over time at the fusion center despite some number of sensor node failures, which are known to the central node and occur before the dynamics begin. Networks that operate according to this framework are discussed in [15] . This reference provides a necessary topological condition for the initial state to be reconstructed from the backbone outputs for a specific choice of dynamics related to the network graph structure. These networks are also studied under a structural systems context in [16] and [17] that describe types of networks where this can be achieved. Our paper focus on designing robust networks that operate according to the above model and that minimize a specified cost function. This work extends a preliminary version of the optimal network dynamics design problem that we previously introduced in [20] , by considering arbitrary costs, arbitrary backbone topologies, and sensing robustness requirements. From a technical standpoint, the methodology and combinatorial optimization tools are also more general and computationally efficient. Practical implementable dynamic systems of the optimal network structures that we obtain rely on results presented in [17] . While the optimization problem involving cost minimization under robustness constraints that appears in this paper does not have a direct comparison in the existing structural systems literature, other related works regarding structural systems may be of interest for further reading. The structural systems framework for networks appears in [15] , [16] , and [17] . Other optimal network design problems involving this structural systems framework with significantly differing objectives and constraints can be found in [21] , [22] , and [23] .
The paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces key background concepts, including relevant information from graph theory, combinatorial optimization, and systems theory. Section III formally describes our network operation model. Section IV examines our minimum cost design problem and provides a solution algorithm followed by a proof of correctness and practical discussion. Finally, Section V concludes the paper.
II. BACKGROUND CONCEPTS
This section provides supporting background information. Of particular importance are graph theory definitions and concepts used to describe network structure as well as topics from combinatorial optimization relevant to the minimum cost design problem solutions. Network operation closely relates to system theory concepts, which are also introduced. Finally, results from structural system theory provide a bridge between network structure, described by graphs, and network operation, described by dynamical systems.
A. Graph Theory Concepts
This section introduces terminology and concepts regarding graphs. A directed graph G is an ordered pair (V, E) in which V denotes a set of nodes (vertices) and E denotes a set of directed links (edges). These directed links are ordered pairs (v i , v j ) of nodes v i , v j ∈ V. Note that self-loops, links formed as (v, v) for v ∈ V, are not excluded from this definition. Furthermore, a directed, weighted graph G is the ordered triple (V, E, w) in which w : E → R + assigns a cost or weight w(e) to each link e ∈ E. Any graph
of directed links in which the head (destination) node of the previous link is the tail (origin) node of the subsequent link constitutes a directed path. Provided v i = v j for all i = j, it comprises a directed elementary path. When v 1 = v k but all other nodes are distinct, the path forms a directed cycle. Two directed paths are internally node-disjoint if they share no nodes apart from the start node and end node. Likewise, two directed paths are link-disjoint if they share no links. The directed local node-connectivity κ G (u, v) from node u to node v gives the minimum number of nodes that must be removed from the graph G such that there is no directed path from u to v, equal to the number of internally node-disjoint directed paths from u to v. The directed local link-connectivity λ G (u, v) from node u to node v gives the minimum number of links that must be removed from the graph such that there is no directed path from u to v, equal to the number of link-disjoint directed paths from u to v.
Several notions of connectedness exist for directed graphs. In this paper, a specially labeled root node r ∈ V is given, and a graph is r-rooted connected if there is an elementary directed path from each node v ∈ V to r. An arborescence, also known as a directed rooted tree, is a directed graph in which there exists exactly one elementary directed path from each node to r. A collection of disjoint arborescences with root nodes collected into a set R is called a branching. A directed graph is r-rooted k-node-connected if removing fewer than k nodes leaves at least one elementary directed path from each node to r, that is κ G (v, r) ≥ k for all v ∈ V. Similarly, a directed graph is r-rooted k-link-connected if removing fewer than k links leaves at least one elementary directed path from each node to r, that is λ G (v, r) ≥ k for all v ∈ V.
B. Optimal Connectivity Problems
Network design problems often involve finding optimal subgraph structures within a graph of possible network connections with the restriction that some notion of connectivity be ensured. The following discussion introduces problems involving optimality objectives and connectedness requirements that will prove useful in solving the problem presented in Section IV.
Consider identification of the least costly set of directed links that connects all the nodes of a network to a root node. The minimum spanning arborescence, also known as a minimum directed rooted spanning tree, of a directed, weighted graph G = (V, E, w) rooted at a node r ∈ V formalizes this concept. The problem consists of finding a subgraph of minimum cost MSpA(G, r) that has exactly one directed path from each node v ∈ V to r. Note that the solution must be an r-rooted arborescence and that G must be r-rooted connected for a solution to exist. The minimum spanning arborescence can be computed by the Chu-Liu/Edmonds Algorithm, which can be implemented with complexity O(|E| + |V| log |V|) [24] . Generalizations for higher connectivity, such as the minimum r-rooted k-node-connected spanning subgraph and the minimum r-rooted k-link-connected spanning subgraph are similarly defined. Unlike the corresponding undirected counterparts, these directed, rooted problems are solvable in polynomial time using a maximum weight matroid intersection formulation [25] , [26] .
In a problem related to the minimum spanning arborescence, consider identification of the least costly set of directed links that connect a required subset of the network nodes to a root node while possibly involving other nodes. The general minimum Steiner arborescence problem, also known as the minimum directed rooted Steiner tree, formalizes this concept. Let a directed, weighted graph G = (V, E, w) with root node r ∈ V be given along with a set S ⊆ V of terminal nodes. The problem consists of finding a minimum cost subgraph MStA(G, S, r) of G that has exactly one directed path from each node v ∈ S to r. Note that non-terminal nodes in V\S may or may not be used, and that a path must exist from each v ∈ V to r for a solution rooted at r to exist. The general minimum Steiner arborescence problem is NP-hard, so no polynomial time solution algorithm is known. However, polynomial time approximation algorithms with nontrivial performance guarantee ratios exist and may be used to obtain approximate solutions [27] .
A generalization to greater connectivity requirements, the minimum r-rooted k-node-connected Steiner subgraph problem, provides the minimum cost connectivity problem of greatest utility to this paper. For a directed, weighted graph G = (V, E, w), terminal node set S, and root node r, the problem consists of finding a minimum cost subgraph MStNCS(G, S, r, k) that has k internally node-disjoint directed paths from each node v ∈ S to r. Note that non-terminal nodes in V\S do not necessarily have k node-disjoint paths to r. It is clear that at least k internally node-disjoint paths must exist from each v ∈ S to r for a solution rooted at r to exist. The problem is, in general, at least as computationally difficult as the minimum Steiner arborescence problem. However, in the particular restricted case in which all links with positive weight, called augmenting links, originate in S, the problem is solvable in polynomial time using a submodular flow algorithm [26] .
For networks that engage in data forwarding, the problem of finding the path between two nodes with the least costly total link sum often finds relevance. The concept of each node connecting to a root node over the least costly path possible is formalized by the shortest path spanning arborescence, which will also contribute to solving the design problem in Section IV. Let a directed, weighted, and r-rooted connected graph G = (V, E, w) with nonnegative link weights w and a root node r ∈ V be given. The problem consists of finding a path from each v ∈ V to the root node r that has the minimum possible link sum. The solution set of links is not necessarily unique. However, at least one possible set of links forms a spanning tree called the shortest path spanning arborescence SPSpA(G, r) rooted at r. The shortest path lengths, using which the arborescence may be built starting at the root, can be computed using methods such as Dijkstra's algorithm, which can be implemented with complexity O(|E| + |V| log |V|) [28] .
C. System Theory Concepts
The weighted networks discussed in this paper follow the coordinated dynamics given by the discrete time dynamical system (1) and (2) . The concept of system observability plays a key role in understanding the communication scheme under consideration. A system is said to be observable if the initial state x(0) can be uniquely determined from the collected outputs over a finite time period with knowledge of the system matrices and input values. For discrete linear, time-invariant systems with zero-input such as in (1)-(2), the output at time n is y(n) = CA n x(0). The collected outputs y = [y (0), · · · , y (N − 1)] over N iterations are described by a linear transformation of the initial state
where O (A,C ) is the observability matrix
and N is the number of state variables. Observability of a system can be inferred from the observability matrix as stated in Theorem 1. Theorem 1 (Observability [29] ): The N state linear, time-invariant system described by matrices (A, C) is observable if and only if rank(O (A,C ) ) = N .
In contexts involving an interval [0, T − 1] other than the first N iterations, the following notations apply. The collected outputs y [0,T −1] = [y (0), . . . , y (T − 1)] with no input over T iterations are described by a linear transformation of the initial state
such that
with [0, T − 1] explicitly written for specificity. A well known dual to the concept of observability is the concept of controllability for systems driven by inputs. Under appropriate conditions on the system matrices, these concepts are dual and results for observability hold with corresponding adaptation to controllability. This paper is primarily concerned with ensuring that the network systems designed are observable. Duality allows the techniques developed here to apply in situations requiring the design of controllable coordinated network systems. In the subsequent text, we consider only observability and will not address controllability.
D. Structural System Theory
Because the dynamical system that describes network coordination must respect local network connections as represented in a directed graph, analysis of how network structure affects system properties provides design insights. Denote by (Ã,C) a pair of structural matrices composed of entries that are zero or one, withÃ ∈ {0, 1} N ×N andC ∈ {0, 1} M ×N . Structural system theory examines the general system properties of all dynamic matrix pairs (A, C) that respect the structure (Ã,C) in the following sense. An entry of (A, C) is zero if the corresponding entry of (Ã,C) is zero, while an entry of (A, C) is an arbitrary parameter if the corresponding entry of (Ã,C) is one. In a straightforward way, (Ã,C) may be summarized by a directed graph D(Ã,C). Nodes of the graph for each of the N system state variables have connections described byÃ, with a directed link from state j to state i if and only ifÃ ij = 1. Nodes of the graph for each of the M system output variables have connections to states as described byC, with a directed link from state j to output i if and only ifC ij = 1.
Specifically, conditions on the network structure that ensure recoverability of the initial state are desired. Several results concerning structural systems are discussed in the survey paper [19] , including conditions for structural observability. The pair (Ã,C) is said to be structurally observable if there is an observable pair (A, C) that respects the structure (Ã,C) [30] . Additionally, if (Ã,C) is structurally observable, nearly all realizations that respect the structure over suitable fields, such as R or C, are observable in the sense that the set of feasible unobservable realizations must have measure zero [30] .
A result critical to this work, Theorem 2 shows that structural observability of (Ã,C) is equivalent to the existence of an output cactus patch, a specific type of graph defined below, that spans D(Ã,C) [19] . Output cacti are defined recursively. Consider a collection of nodes labeled either as state nodes or as output nodes. An output stem graph consists of an output node and a single directed elementary path potentially containing several state nodes rooted at the output node, with all links directed toward the output node. All output stems are defined to be output cacti. Furthermore, any existing output cactus to which a directed cycle of state nodes has been attached via a directed link from one node in the cycle to any node of the output cactus is also an output cactus. Finally, a union of node-disjoint output cacti is an output cactus patch.
Theorem 2 (Structural Observability [30] [31] ): The structural system matrix pair (Ã,C) is structurally observable if and only if the structural system graph D(Ã,C) is spanned by an output cactus patch.
III. FORMAL NETWORK DESCRIPTION
To formally describe the operation of the networks under consideration, we distinguish between two closely related network structures, namely, the physical network G P describing link connections and the underlying dynamic system network G D describing the relationships among sensor states and network outputs. The physical network is composed of three types of nodes: a set X of sensor nodes, a set Q of backbone nodes, and a fusion center node Z = {z}. In this network, sensor nodes contain data and form a local state dynamics. Backbone nodes accept outputs from the sensor nodes and route them to the fusion center node, which aggregates data for state observation tasks. Network connectivity is described by a directed, weighted graph G P = (V P , E P , w P ) where V P = X ∪ Q ∪ Z is the set of all nodes, E P is the set of directed feasible links, and w P : E P → R + is the weight function describing individual directed link cost. Self-links are assumed to always be possible at zero-cost w P (x, x) = 0 for all x ∈ X . Fig. 1 provides an example of such a network, showing the sensor nodes (black), backbone nodes (green), and fusion center node (red). Conceptually, this network divides into two subnetworks, the sensing subnetwork and the backbone subnetwork. The sensor subnetwork G S = (V S , E S , w) consists of all directed links between two sensor nodes or from a sensor node to a backbone node. Thus,
Each sensor x i ∈ X makes a single initial scalar measurement α i from field F and maintains a single scalar variable of state x i (n) over discrete time, with initial state x i (0) = α i . At every iteration, the network updates the state variable of each sensor node using local data according to a linear combination as described by a matrix A ∈ F N ×N such that x(n + 1) = Ax(n) where N = |X |. Each row of A indicates which neighboring states are used to compute the updated value of a given state and the coefficients of the linear combination. In this way, each sensor need only know the values in the corresponding row of A rather than the entire network topology and dynamics. When A ij = 0, sensor node x j is linked to x i , incurring cost. Otherwise, no link exists between the two nodes.
The backbone subnetwork G B = (V B , E B , w) consists of all directed links between two backbone nodes or from a backbone node to the fusion center. Thus,
Some of the states are output (sensed) through the network backbone nodes in Q and available at the central node z as the vector y(n). It is assumed that the backbone subnetwork operates much faster than the sensor subnetwork iterations, such that y(n) is available to z without delay. For link cost efficiency, the backbone network uses the least costly path to the central node. These outputs can be described by a matrix C ∈ F M ×N such that y(n) = Cx(n) where M = |E X Q | is the number of feasible connections between sensors and backbone nodes. Each row i of C is either composed of zeros, indicating an output is not made over the corresponding connection and incurring no cost, or has a single nonzero entry in column j, indicating state x j is output over the connection and incurring cost.
Consider the system dynamics network G D that describes the relationships among sensor states, backbone outputs, and fusion center in the physical network. The sensor nodes X of the physical network correspond to the state nodes, and maintain the same links E X X with w D (x 1 , x 2 ) = w P (x 1 , x 2 ) for x 1 , x 2 ∈ X . Additionally, the fusion center node Z = {z} appears in this network. Because the backbone nodes may output the states from multiple sensor nodes, backbone nodes do not correspond to only one output. Rather, each link in E X Q from a sensor node to a backbone node represents a potential output of the system. Thus, let a set Y of output nodes be indexed by E X Q such that y (x,q ) ∈ Y corresponds to (x, q) ∈ E X Q . Each output node y (x,q ) will be linked to the corresponding sensor node x with weight w D (x, y (x,q ) ) = w P (x, q) and to the central node
Note that state nodes may connect to multiple output nodes, but each output node corresponds to only one state node. Also, note that output nodes do not have links to each other, so the output nodes together with the fusion center form a star topology subnetwork. Thus, the graph that describes the state and output update dependencies is
As with the physical network, a link only contributes cost to the network operation if it is required for updating states and outputs. The nodes, links, and weights of this network are entirely derived from the physical network G P , and Fig. 2 provides an example of such a modification. The figure shows the organization into state nodes (black), output nodes (blue), and the central node (red).
The network state x(n) and the network output y(n) behave according to the dynamical system (1)-(2) with x(0) = α being the initial state. Observability of the system must be ensured when designing the matrix pair (A, C) in (1)-(2), which translates to the full rank condition on O (A,C ) . Furthermore, the fusion center must be aware of the entire network dynamics so that the observability matrix is known and state observation tasks may be performed.
Additionally, each node must only access the state from its neighbors in G P to update its state or output values but does not necessarily use information from every neighbor. Let G P (A, C) = (V P , E P (A, C), w P ) be the subgraph of G P defined by the set E P (A, C) of physical links required for the computation of (1)-(2) and outputs along the least costly backbone path. Note that E P (A, C) = E X X (A) ∪ E X Q (C) ∪ E B (C) with links in E X X (A) used to compute (1), links in E X Q (C) used in (2) , and links in E B (C) used in the shortest path from every used backbone node q directly connected to some sensor x by (x, q) ∈ E X Q (C). For feasibility of network operations, the subset constraints
Hence, these link feasibility and system observability constraints must be applied when designing the network dynamics (A, C). Furthermore, minimization of the sum total cost
of all used network physical links is desired, including sensor state updates, sensor output production, and backbone activity. Section IV formulates a robust version of the minimum cost network design problem with this objective function and set of constraints.
IV. NETWORK DESIGN PROBLEM
The problem examined in this paper concerns optimal design of networks operating according to the description in Section III. As equation (7) shows, the underlying system dynamics determines the physical link cost of operating such networks. A less complete formulation of this problem appeared in [20] , which provides an efficient solution algorithm based on minimum spanning tree methods for the simpler and much more fragile case in which only one backbone node exists and no node failures may occur. In contrast, this paper significantly generalizes this previous work by formulating the optimal design problem in the context of nontrivial backbone subnetworks and sensor node failures.
Therefore, this section examines minimization of the objective function in (7) with respect to the dynamic matrices (A, C) subject to the aforementioned system observability and linkconnectivity constraints under added robustness requirements arising from sensor failures. Specifically, consider the optimal design of a link feasible network where system observability must be guaranteed, while any subset of sensor nodes U ⊂ X of size |U| ≤ k less than the robustness design parameter k experiences total failure before coordination begins. In this way, the original state of nodes that did not fail could still be recovered from the collected outputs. Sensor node failure results in the elimination of associated rows and columns in the network dynamics matrices. Note that the row of A, columns of A, and columns of C are indexed by the sensor nodes X , while the rows of C are indexed by E X Q . Denote by A [X \U,X \U] and C [E X Q ,X \U] submatrices of A and C, respectively, in which rows and columns corresponding to U have been removed. This yields the optimization problem appearing below.
arg min
The optimization described by (8)-(12) appears seemingly difficult due to the large number of observability constraints that must be satisfied. Recall that Theorem 1 states the equivalence between observability of (A, C) and the condition rank(O (A,C ) ) = N . Thus, the constraint given in (12) translates to rank(O (A [ X \U, X \U] ,C [ E X Q , X \U] ) = N − |U| for all U ⊂ X with |U| ≤ k. Because there are potentially very many ways to form subsets of X of size at most k, a large number of rank constraints must be satisfied. As such, it is not immediately clear that this problem is efficiently solvable. Furthermore, it is not obvious how to check that a solution exists for a given k or to determine the largest k for which a solution exists. Later in the paper, after additional discussion of this problem, Remark 2 addresses existence of the solution in terms of flow problems. However, the optimization problem must first be related more closely to the combinatorial structure of the graph.
A structural systems approach renders the problem tractable by decoupling the problem of finding the optimal structure for the dynamic matrices from the problem of finding an observable instantiation of the optimal structure. Note that the objective function in (8) only depends on which links were used, as do the link feasibility constraints (9)- (12) . Thus, it depends on only the zero-nonzero structure (Ã,C) of (A, C) and can be restated in structural terms. By the definition of structural observability, if (Ã,C) is structurally observable then an observable instantiation (A, C) respecting that structure must exist and may be found subsequently. Therefore, the final constraint can be rewritten to guarantee structural observability under limited node failures. The problem appears below with this reformulation.
arg miñ
Replacement of the observability constraint with a structural observability constraint may not appear, at first, to suggest a solution. However, by appealing to Theorem 2, the structural observability constraint can be replaced by the equivalent condition that the associated directed graph be spanned by an output cactus patch after any set of at most k sensor node deletions are applied. Hence, the original analytic rank constraint has been transformed to a combinatorial structural constraint in the problem below. [28] . Let the weight of the shortest path from q to z be w sp (q, z; E B ).
Step 2: Generate the dynamic system cost graph
from the physical links cost graph G P by removing the backbone nodes Q and adding the output nodes Y as described in Section III. For each (x 1 ,
Note that all augmenting links of G D have tail in the sensor nodes X .
Step 4: Find the minimum z-rooted (k + 1)-nodeconnected Steiner subgraph of G D with terminal nodes X using a suitable algorithm, such as that provided in [26] . The modification suggested in Remark 3 may also be applied. Refer to this graph as T * = (X ∪ Y ∪ Z, E T * , w D ).
Step 5: Construct a graph P * = (X ∪ Y, E P * , w D ) by adding a zero-cost self-loop to each sensor node in the graph T * and by removing z. Hence,
Step 6: Form (Ã * ,C * ) such that P * D(Ã * ,C * ).
SetÃ * ij = 1 if and only if (x j , x i ) ∈ E P * . SetC * kj = 1 if and only if (x j , q k ) ∈ E P * . Output: Optimal dynamics structure (Ã * ,C * ).
Corresponding physical graph G P (Ã * ,C * ).
This optimization problem is solved by Algorithm 1, which takes as input the graph G P of all possible physical network links. Through six steps, illustrated in Fig. 3 , it produces as output an optimal dynamics structure (Ã * ,C * ) for the operation of the network. This also defines the subgraph G P (Ã * ,C * ) of G P that is necessary for the operation of the network, assuming backbone forwarding occurs along the least costly path. Practical discussion of how to find an observable instantiation of this structure appears later in this section. Fig. 3 . The illustration demonstrates the steps of Algorithm 1 for an example input graph G P and k = 0, resulting in a Y-rooted branching with added loops. Algorithm 1 begins by first finding the cost of the fusion center accessing a single output in the physical links cost graph G P from each backbone node by computing the shortest path spanning arborescence of the backbone subnetwork in Step 1. Subsequently, Step 2 generates the dynamic system computation cost graph G D , which it accomplishes by removing the backbone nodes and creating an output node y (x,q ) for every (x, q) ∈ E X Q . This output node connects to only one sensor node x with cost w D (x, y (x,q ) ) = w P (x, q) and the fusion center z with cost w D (y (x,q ) , z) = w sp (q, z; E B ) obtained from the shortest path spanning arborescence found in Step 1. In order to frame the optimization problem as an efficiently solvable (by submodular flow) case of the Steiner subgraph problem with X as the terminal node set, all augmenting links must have tail in the terminal node set. Therefore, Step 3 produces the modified graph G D in which w D (x, y (x,q ) ) = w P (x, q) + w sp (q, z; E B ) and w D (y (x,q ) , z) = 0. Note that any minimal z-rooted Steiner subgraph of G D with terminal nodes X either include both (x, y (x,q ) ) and (y (x,q ) , z) or includes neither (x, y (x,q ) ) nor (y (x,q ) , z). Hence, this modification does not affect the total cost of any minimal solution.
Step 4 performs the optimization step, which is a minimum z-rooted (k + 1)-node-connected Steiner subgraph computation for G D with terminal nodes X . Because all augmenting links have tail in X due to the modification in Step 3, the problem is solvable in polynomial time using submodular flows [26] . In fact, it can be solved through a maximum weighted matroid intersection algorithm [26] by the method in Remark 3.
Step 5 constructs a graph that is guaranteed to be spanned by an output cactus patch through the addition of zerocost self loops to the sensor nodes. Finally, Step 6 interprets the graph from Step 5 as a structural system, allowing an optimal structurally observable network dynamics matrix pair to be output from the algorithm. Theorem 3 and the corresponding proof show that the supplied algorithm solves the minimum cost design problem for any input physical links cost network G P and robustness requirement k such that a solution exists.
Theorem 3 (Main Result): For the physical links cost network G P and robustness requirement k the structural dynamics pair (Ã * ,C * ) output by Algorithm 1 is a solution to the optimization problem in (13)- (17) , provided that for each x ∈ X there is a set of at least k + 1 internally node-disjoint directed paths in G P each beginning at x and ending in Q and that there is a directed path from each q ∈ Q to z.
Proof: We first demonstrate the feasibility and existence of the solution (Ã * ,C * ). Subsequently, we show by contradiction that no other feasible solution incurring lesser cost exists. Hence, we conclude the solution found is optimal.
Note that the shortest path spanning arborescence of the backbone subnetwork computed in Step 1 must exist because there is a directed path from each q ∈ Q to z. There are k + 1 internally node-disjoint directed paths in G P beginning at x and ending in Q, each of which contains a distinct link (x i , q i ) ∈ E X Q . Thus, the graph G D constructed in Step 2 has k + 1 internally node-disjoint directed paths beginning at x and ending in a distinct y i = y (x i ,q i ) ∈ Y, which can be constructed from the paths in G P by substituting (x i , y i ) for the final link. Furthermore, because each y i ∈ Y connects directly to z, this implies that κ G D (x, z) ≥ k + 1 for all x ∈ X . Since construction of G D in Step 3 does not alter connectivity, it also follows that κ G D (x, z) ≥ k + 1 for all x ∈ X . Hence, the minimum z-rooted (k + 1)-node-connected Steiner subgraph of G D with terminal nodes X exists and T * can be found in Step 4. With deletion of any failing node set U ⊂ X with |U| ≤ k, there is at least one path from each node in X \U to z by z-rooted (k + 1)-nodeconnectedness. These paths form a spanning tree T * U for the subgraph of T * in which U has been excluded. Because zerocost self-loops are always permitted at every x ∈ X , P * may be formed in Step 5, and the subgraph of P * that excludes U is spanned by T * U with z removed. Let P * U be the graph formed from T * U by addition of zero cost self-loops to all x ∈ X \U and with z removed. Note that P * U satisfies the recursive definition of an output cactus patch, with output nodes Y, and that P * U spans the subgraph of P * with U excluded. By the construction in Step 6, D(Ã * ,C * ) is isomorphic to P * , and, consequently,
is spanned by an output cactus patch isomorphic to P * U (by the same isomorphism). Hence, by Theo-
is structurally observable for all U ⊂ X with |U| < k. The other constraints, E X X (Ã * ) ⊆ E X X , E X Q (C * ) ⊆ E X Q , and E B (C * ) ⊆ E B , are also satisfied through subgraph constructions. Therefore, (Ã * ,C * ) is a feasible solution.
Assume by way of contradiction that a feasible solution (Ã † ,C † ) of lesser cost than (Ã * ,C * ) with respect to the objective function F exists. That is,
Because
, taking into account sensor to output link costs, which is spanned by an output cactus patch when any such node set U is removed. Note that
where W (·) gives the total weight of a graph. Furthermore there are at least k + 1 internally node-disjoint paths beginning at x and ending in Y in P † for all x ∈ X because any graph disconnected from all outputs by k sensor node failures could not have that property. Reversing the process in Step 5, construct
Because the selfloops have zero cost and output links connecting to z have weight 0 with respect to w D , it follows that
Noting that κ T † (x, z) ≥ k + 1 for all x ∈ X , it is clear that T † is a z-rooted (k + 1)-node-connected Steiner subgraph of G D with terminal nodes X . By (23)-(25)
Similarly,
and, this time with equality, W (P * ) = W (D(Ã * ,C * )) = F (Ã * ,C * ).
Hence, by (27)- (28) ,
so it follows from (23) that
This contradicts the fact that T * is a minimum z-rooted (k + 1)node-connected Steiner subgraph for G D with terminal nodes X .
Thus, (Ã * ,C * ) is a minimum cost solution to the optimization problem.
Remark 2 (Existence Verification & Maximum Robustness):
The condition that for each x ∈ X there is a set of at least k + 1 internally node-disjoint directed paths in G P each beginning at x and ending in Q may be efficiently verified through N = |X | maximum ({x s }, Q)-flow computations (with restricted vertex capacity) where the source node is x s = x, non-source nodes in X have capacity 1, and links in E X X ∪ E X Q have capacity 1. This process can also be used to find the largest value of k for which the solution exists. Among all the nodes x ∈ X find the one with smallest node-capacitated flow to Q. The largest admissible value of k is 1 less than that flow value.
Before applying Algorithm 1 to obtain an optimal dynamics structure (Ã * ,C * ) that solves the problem in (13) − (17), it would be prudent to ensure that a solution providing robustness factor k exists for the input physical links cost graph G P . In order to accomplish this, it must be verified that for each x ∈ X there is a set of at least k + 1 internally node-disjoint paths beginning at x and ending in Q, in which case Theorem 3 guarantees that a solution exists. This condition can be tested by computing the maximum flow from each x s , treated as the only source, to Q, treated as a set of sinks, where all links E X X ∪ E X Q have capacity 1 and the nodes x ∈ X \{x s } also have capacity 1. Through node splitting techniques [26] , the node capacities may be converted to link capacities. By connecting all sinks to a common sink by links of infinite capacity, the result can then be formulated as a standard maximum flow problem, which can be solved in polynomial time by a number of algorithms, such as the Ford-Fulkerson algorithm [28] . Because each node can only be used once due to the node flow capacity, the desired condition holds if the maximum ({x s }, Q)-flow is at least k + 1 for all x s ∈ X .
Remark 3 (Implementation and Complexity): The optimization in Step 4 may be simplified to a minimum z-rooted k-node-connected spanning subgraph computation by inserting an additional k zero-cost parallel (duplicate) links from each y ∈ Y to z in G D . This computation can be computed in polynomial time through maximum weighted matroid intersection methods detailed in [26] .
While the optimization in Step 4 could be solved as a Steiner subgraph problem because all augmenting links have tail in the terminal nodes X , it is simpler to convert the problem to a z-rooted k-node-connected spanning subgraph computation. All nodes in X have k + 1 internally node-disjoint paths to Q assuming a solution exists. Thus, each x ∈ X has k + 1 internally node-disjoint paths to Y, each ending at a different node. Nodes in Y have only one direct connection to z. Therefore, addition of k zero-cost parallel links from each y ∈ Y to z makes G D z-rooted k-node-connected as a whole. By computing the z-rooted k-node-connected spanning subgraph and discarding redundant zero-cost edges from Y to Z, the solution is obtained.
Note that Step 4 is, by far, the most costly step and subsumes the complexity of the other steps. The z-rooted k-node-connected spanning subgraph can be computed in polynomial time as a maximum weighted common independent set of two matroids as described in [26] . Matroids provide rules that define which subsets of a set are independent. These rules must satisfy several axioms that will not be detailed in this paper. For two matroids over edge set E, the basic weighted matroid intersection algorithm involves O(|S| 2 ||E|) calls to the two matroid independence oracles, functions that determine membership of a set in the matroid [28] , where |S| is the maximum size of a common independent set. In this case |S|, the maximum size of a common independent set, is |S| = (k + 1)(|X | + |Y|). Links from Y to z are always included in the solution, so they can be trivially included in the final set, making |S| to be O(k|X |) for the purpose of counting calls to the matroid oracles. The set is E = E X X ∪ E X Y ∪ E YZ 3 (|E X X | + |E X Y |)). Improved matroid intersection algorithms also exist.
Remark 4 (Special Case): For the case in which k = 0, the optimization in Step 4 reduces to a minimum z-rooted spanning arborescence of G D with terminal nodes X .
The special case k = 0 of the minimum cost network design problem, which requires no robustness to node failures, was originally proposed and solved in [20] when symmetric cost structure is considered.
Under these conditions, the Steiner subgraph optimization step reduces to a minimum z-rooted Steiner arborescence problem on G D with terminal nodes X . Because each y ∈ Y may be automatically connected directly to z by the non-augmenting link (y, z), this can be further reduced to a minimum spanning tree arborescence, leading to Remark 4. Thus, this case may be computed with greater simplicity using Edmond's algorithm [20] .
Remark 5 (Observable Instantiations): An observable instantiation (A, C) of an optimal structurally observable solution (Ã * ,C * ) output by Algorithm 1 over a finite field F p n can be found randomly with high probability for fields of large order p n . As p n grows without bound, the probability of an observable random instantiation over F p n approaches 1 [17] .
Although the output of the algorithm gives an optimal structure (Ã * ,C * ) of the system dynamics that satisfies the constraints, an observable instantiation (A, C) of the dynamics must be obtained for any implementation. If the field in which the system operates is F = R or F = C, such instantiations of the structure are guaranteed to exist and the set of unobservable realizations over those fields has zero measure. Consequently, a random instantiation of the structure from a suitable distribution would be almost surely observable with probability one.
While interesting, this approach suffers from the possibility of producing systems with poorly conditioned observability matrices that are full rank yet present numerical problems. Additionally, physical devices cannot truly operate with general real or complex numbers. These problems may both be avoided through the use of finite fields F = F p n where p is prime and n is a positive integer. It has been shown in [17] that for an output tree with self-loops attached to the N state nodes, an observable instantiation is guaranteed to exist over F p n if p n ≥ N . In fact, Corollary 1 of [17] shows that this instantiation can be produced by assigning a distinct field element to each self-loop and the multiplicative identity to each link between distinct nodes. Instead, if elements are chosen randomly at each sensor, repetition can be avoided and observability achieved with high probability if the field is sufficiently large, as shown in Theorem 5 of [17] , approaching probability 1 as p n increases without bound. This provides a more advantageous approach to practical implementation and is summarized by Remark 5.
Remark 6 (Empirical Robustness): While Algorithm 1 guarantees robustness to failure of any node subset U ⊂ X with |U| ≤ k, the solution may be robust in practice to a larger number of randomly chosen node failures. Here, as in the rest of the paper, robustness refers to the fact that at least one spanning output cactus remains intact after k node failures. That is, no surviving nodes are disconnected and, thus, unobservable. For more than k node failures, the idea of robustness can be relaxed from this guarantee to examine the failure probability.
In practice, a network designed by Algorithm 1 may be robust to more sensor node failures than the guaranteed degree of robustness k. Although the algorithm guarantees that removal of any subset of failing sensors U ⊆ X with |U| ≤ k does not break the structural observability of the remaining network, it does not necessarily follow that the network fails if |U| = > k. For instance, the structure of the sensor subnetwork for k = 0 is a Q rooted branching with loops, and failure of any leaf node does not affect the remainder of the network. This effect becomes more pronounced for higher values of k. With node failures selected uniformly at random, the probability of network failure cannot be easily computed. However, it is possible to empirically simulate it for networks constructed from pseudo-randomly placed nodes with pseudo-random node failures. Fig. 4 plots the empirical probability of network failure for pseudo-randomly generated node locations against the node failure ratio /|X | for designed degree of robustness k = 0, . . . , 3. This simulation used |X | = 50 uniformly distributed sensor nodes, |Y| = 3 backbone nodes, and distance squared link cost. Fig. 5 represents the graph of a smaller network designed in such a way, with the additional constraint on the communication radius. For each randomly generated network and failure ratio value, sensor nodes were randomly selected to fail. The network fails if any surviving node no longer has a directed path to a backbone node. The expected network failure probability was computed for each node failure ratio over 100 random graphs each with 1000 random sets of failing nodes. As seen in Fig. 4 , the resulting networks can have low failure probability even beyond the robustness guarantee, where failure occurs with probability zero. The plot also demonstrates that when designing for higher guaranteed robustness level, the failure probability grows much more slowly. For instance, when designing for robustness level k = 3, the failure probability is only Fig. 4 . The plot shows simulated network failure probability plotted against the fraction of sensor node failures for designed robustness levels k = 0, . . . , 3 in networks with |X | = 50. Results show a gentler slope for higher values of k, even beyond the robustness guarantee. 
V. CONCLUSION
The distributed networks of agents or sensors examined in this paper model situations in which nodes update their state variables using values obtained by sensing state information from nodes within their local neighborhoods. The state of some nodes is directly sensed by nodes in a network backbone, which are directly accessed by a central fusion center. The fusion center computes the (global) network state from the data it obtains. This type of scenario may arise in robotics formation control applications or in field inversion problems, for instance. By duality of observability and controllability, the same technique may be used to drive the sensor states to some desired target.
This paper posed the problem of finding minimum cost network update dynamics with respect to a link cost objective function under an observability constraint. The polynomial time algorithm proposed finds the optimal network that is structurally observable when any k sensor nodes are removed by using combinatorial optimization algorithms, guaranteeing the existence of observable dynamics that can be found separately in a straightforward way by random instantiation over sufficiently large finite fields. In practice, networks may survive more node failures than the guaranteed amount, especially as k increases. This paper improves the results presented in [20] , extending consideration to robustness requirements and designable network backbone topologies. Future efforts could address a number of interesting network design problems, such as finding optimal networks that are simultaneously both structurally observable and structurally controllable. Alternate problem formulations could decrease network iterations by attempting to reduce the observability index. Additional work could also focus on implementing the network design process in a fully distributed manner within the provided framework, using known distributed algorithms for computing minimum spanning arborescences in the simple k = 0 case.
